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The current, intensely developed field of nanoscience is related to increasing of quan-
tum yield of nanoemitters. In particular, a lot of efforts is paid to boost the light extraction
from quantum dots (QDs) by micropatterning [1,2] of the sample in order to limit the
total internal reflection from the sample surface.

(a) Micropost containing selected QD etched us-
ing photoresist mark as a protection mask.

(b) FDTD simulation of QD emitted light prop-
agation for two different micropost geomeries
(see text). Position of the QD is indicated.

Our aim is to apply micropost geometry
in order to efficiently extract the light from
CdTe/ZnTe QDs, which, made of II-VI
compounds, offers large exciton oscillator
strength attractive for photonic applica-
tions.

In our recent work [3] we have demon-
strated single color, in-situ photolithogra-
phy marking of the individual QD position
in the sample produced by molecular beam
epitaxy. In this method, sample surface is
covered with a photoresist and QD posi-
tion is determined by microphotolumines-
cence mapping. Next a spot of photoresist
is exposed forming a marker on the sample
surface exactly above the selected QD.

We have checked that the markers act
as a durable protection of the sample
against etching with a beam of gallium ions with standard current and acceleration volt-
age values (see figure (a)). In consequence it enables preparation of mesa structures like
micropillars or photonic trumpets with the selected QD located precisely in their center.
Thanks to its versatility, the photolithographic technique presented here could be applied
to a wide range of nanoemitters. Focused ion beam etching has advantage over the other
etching methods, as it gives more ability of tailor of microstructure shape.

In parallel, we perform systematic FDTD simulations in order to determine optimal
shape of micropost etched around selected QD. We calculate the distributions of elec-
tric field amplitudes, power flow and absorption for consecutive micropost geometries.
Two examples of cross-section simulations of distribution of electric field amplitude for
standard and base-tapered micropillar structure are shown in figure (b). For the case of
standard structure we find low light extraction in the direction parallel to the micropost
axis. However, for the tapered structure light extraction is clearly higher. This shows
that opimization of the microstructure shape enables reducing of propagation losses and
directing of the light.
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